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QUESTION 1

A customer needs to measure the Amount of sales by Days sales Outstanding (DSO). Days sales 

Outstanding does not exist in the data model. 

Which technique should a developer use to meet the customer\\'s need? 

A. on the Dimensions tab, press the Add Calculated Dimension button 

B. on the Expressions tab, add an expression using the Class function 

C. on the Expressions tab, add an expression using the Aggr function 

D. on the Dimensions tab, press the Add Dynamic Dimension button 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is building a dashboard to measure the performance of the support organization. The customer needs to
dynamically sort the Ticket Severity field by Severity Weight field when the Ticket Severity columnheaderisdouble-
clickedinStraightTablecharts. Example ticket severities. Urgent = 1 High = 2 Normal = 3 Low = 4 

Which QlikView load script function can the developer use to create the Ticket Severity field to meet the customer\\'s
needs? 

A. Rank( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

B. Num( [Severity Weight], [Ticket Severity] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

C. Sort( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

D. Dual( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 
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When the script displayed in the exhibit is reloaded, an error message is displayed. 

Table not found 

Left Join (salesPerson) 

LOAD lD 

DepartmentlD 

FROM 

[DatasourceA.xlsx] 

(ooxml, embeddedlabels, tableissalesPersonDepartment); 

What is the likely cause of the error? 

A. When loaded, the salesPerson table is auto concatenated to Customer and does not exist when referenced. 

B. The Left Join statement fails to correctly bracket the referenced table name, such as Left Join ([salesPerson]). 

C. The Left Join statement fails to correctly quote the referenced table name, such as Left Join (IsalesPersonI). 

D. There is an error in the Customer table load and it is not created in memory. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A customer has sales data containing a fact table, sales and dimension tables, Customer, ltem, and 

Vendor. After loading the data, the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) has a synthetic table containing the 

fields Name and Address from the Vendor and Customer tables. 

How can a developer eliminate the synthetic keys and appropriately link the data? 

A. qualify all tables 

B. alias all primary key fields 

C. left join the Customer data onto the sales table 

D. qualify all tables and then unqualify all key fields 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 

Which two data quality issues exist within the data set displayed in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 
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A. multiple spellings of the same City 

B. the City value London is associated with two different Country values 

C. the Country values and salesOrderlD values do not relate properly 

D. the salesAmount field name does not contain a space 

E. inconsistent Country abbreviations F. duplicate key values 

Correct Answer: AF 

 

QUESTION 6

An invoices table has a DaysOverdue field. A chart is required to analyze overdue invoices in 30 day 

intervals. 

Which function should a designer use within a chart to meet this requirement? 

A. Class(DaysOverdue30) 

B. Aggr(DaysOverdue30) 

C. GroupBy(DaysOverdue30) 

D. lntervalMatch(DaysOverdue30) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A customer needs to analyze transactions across the Dimensions and Metrics identified below. 

Required Dimensions: 

Project lD 

Month 

Year Account lD Transaction Type Client lD Required Metrics: Number of transactions Total Amount Total Cost Average
Amount Average Cost 

Which approach will provide the most effective QlikView data model to meet the customer\\'s requirements while
optimizing performance and maintaining accuracy? 

A. build a Link Table to connect the four transaction tables and add a summary table with pre-calculated counts, totals,
and averages 

B. build a Link Table to connect the four transaction tables and alias fields that must be kept in their respective table 

C. concatenate the four transaction tables and add a summary table with pre-calculated counts, totals, and averages 

D. concatenate the four transaction tables and add fields to identify the record type and count fag 

E. keep the four transaction tables separate and qualify the names to control correct linkage 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Which QlikView script should a developer add to a Load script to output the resulting number of rows from a joining
Load statement to the script Execution Progress window and the script log file? 

A. LET vNumRows = NoOfRows(\\'TableName\\'); ECHO \\'Resulting Rows = $(vNumRows)\\'; 

B. SET vNumRows = NoOfRows(\\'TableName\\'); ECHO \\'Resulting Rows = $(vNumRows)\\'; 

C. LET vNumRows = NoOfRows(\\'TableName\\'); PRlNT \\'Resulting Rows = $(vNumRows)\\'; 

D. SET vNumRows = NoOfRows(\\'TableName\\'); Response.Write \\'Resulting Rows = $(vNumRows)\\'; 

E. LET vNumRows = NoOfRows(\\'TableName\\'); TRACE \\'Resulting Rows = $(vNumRows)\\'; 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has a set of date values in different formats. 

Some dates are in Julian date format; Some dates are text strings. 

How can a developer ensure the data is loaded in a consistent format? 

A. change the default DateFormat variable assignment on the Main script tab 

B. use the Date function to format the field during load 

C. use the Alt function with different Date# functions 

D. use the Lookup function with a format table 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit below. 
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The tables displayed in the exhibit need to be loaded into QlikView. How will the data model appear once the load is
complete? 

A. There will be a relationship between all the tables without synthetic key tables or loosely coupled tables. 

B. There will be a relationship between four of the five tables and one table will be a data island. 

C. There will be a synthetic key table in the data model. 

D. There will be loosely coupled tables in the data model. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer needs a better understanding of inventory trends over time. However, the source database 

contains only the current product inventory levels. 

Which technique will take advantage of QlikView capabilities to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. using a QlikView script to store an accumulation of periodic snapshots to a table in the source database 

B. using a QVD file to store an accumulation of periodic snapshots from the source database 

C. using a QVX file to store an accumulation of periodic snapshots from the source database 

D. using a QlikView script to store an accumulation of periodic snapshots to an XML file 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A designer needs to create a chart displaying the number of patients currently checked into a hospital by 

age group. 
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What is the appropriate Dimension for the chart? 

A. number of patients 

B. checked-in status 

C. hospital 

D. age group 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A developer created two QVWs. The first QVW loads data from the data source and creates QVD files. 

The second QVW loads the QVD files and provides the user interface for the analytics. 

The customer does not have Publisher installed. 

How should the reloads be configured on the server to ensure the first QVW reload completes before the 

second QVW reload begins? 

A. Only the first QVW reload can be automated. An alert will need to be sent to prompt an administrator to manually
perform the second QVW reload. 

B. Only one QVW reload can occur at a time on the QlikView server. The second QVW reload will always wait until the
first QVW reload completes. 

C. The second QVW reload can be scheduled to start upon the successful completion of the first QVW reload. 

D. An action can be placed on the OnPostReload trigger within the first QVW to submit the reload of the second QVW. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the exhibit to the right and the Load script provided below. Exhibit. 

LOAD ltemlD 
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LocationlD, 

Quantity 

FROM 

[inventory.txt] 

(txt, codepage is 1252, embedded labels, delimiter is \\'\\', msq); 

When the developer runs the script, which values will the field Quantity contain? 

A. NULL 

B. 1; 2; 3 

C. 1100; 1300; 2210; 2250; 3125; 3130; 3120 

D. 1100; 1300; 2210; 2250; 3125; 3130; 3120 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 
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A customer has two databases containing employee data for different regions. Based on the script displayed in the
exhibit, what will be the resulting table schema? 

A. one table named Employees_US 

B. one table named Employees_UK 

C. two tables named Employees_US and Employees_UK with no associations 

D. two tables named Employees_US and Employees_UK with a synthetic key 

Correct Answer: A 
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